Abstract. We report the performance of HF calorimeter and some details about the PMT window hit events. The new 4-anode PMTs will be installed during the 2013 shutdown period. We have developed HF GFlash, a very fast simulation of electromagnetic showers using parameterizations of the profiles in Hadronic Forward Calorimeter. HF GFlash has good agreement to 7 TeV Collision Data and previous Test Beam results. In addition to good agreement with Data and previous Test Beam results, HF GFlash can simulate about 10000 times faster than Geant4.
Introduction
We have developed HF GFlash, a very fast simulation of electromagnetic showers using parameterizations of the profiles in Hadronic Forward Calorimeter. HF GFlash has good agreement to 7 TeV Collision Data and previous Test Beam results. Previous HF simulation (based on Shower Library) in CMS Collaboration has no ability to simulate PMT Window Noise and other noises. The worst part of the previous simulation that it was created using only discrete energy bins (10 GeV, 20 GeV , 30 GeV, 40 GeV, 50 GeV, etc. not continuous) that limit its precision significantly. The HF Shower Library has another problem because it deletes particles that enter HF Detector immediately and replace them with Shower Library that has very limited statistics. Fortunately, we have developed HF GFlash, a fast simulation of electromagnetic showers using parameterizations of the profiles in Hadronic Forward Calorimeter. HF GFlash solves almost all problems that previous HF simulation has.
Theory
The Gflash package allows the parameterization of electron and positron showers in homogeneous (for the time being) calorimeters and is based on the parameterization described by G. Grindhammer [2] . The spatial energy distribution of electromagnetic showers is given by three probability density functions (pdf),
describing the longitudinal, radial, and azimuthal energy distributions. Here t denotes the longitudinal shower depth in units of radiation length, r measures the radial distance from the shower axis in Moliere units, and φ is the azimuthal angle. A gamma distribution is used for the parameterization of the longitudinal shower profile, f (t). The radial distribution f (r), is described by a two-component ansatz. In φ, it is assumed that the energy is distributed uniformly: f (φ) = 1/2π.
Performance of HF GFlash
We simulated the computing time for 10,000 20 GeV electrons and Table 1 We also check the longitudinal shower profiles produced using HF GFlash and compare them to the longitudinal shower profiles produced using Shower Library. In Fig.1 . we can see that longitudinal profiles produced by HF GFlash(CMSSW 3 11 0) and Shower Library(CMSSW 3 10 0 pre3).
Using the results of energy response ratio from Team Beam data as the reference, we can check the performance of energy response ratio of HF GFlash compared to Shower Library. From Table 2 For energy resolution, we found that HF GFlash can improve the resolution by 50%. In this case, we define energy resolution as the difference of energy resolution observed in Test Beam data and simulation. For simulation we use HF GFlash or Shower Library, and we found HF GFlash has better resolution compared to Shower Library.
Electromagnetic energy response of electrons is predicted to be linear and Test Beam data has shown that it is linear(within stat. error) up to 150 GeV. We have tuned HF GFlash so that it has linear energy response up to 14 TeV.
Previous MC simulation based on Shower Library can not simulate high energy particle for example, electrons with energy higher than 2 TeV. Fortunately HF GFlash can handle not only low energy particles but also high energy particles. We can prove that HF GFlash can produce nice longitudinal profiles correctly for 1 TeV, 7 TeV and 14 TeV (see Figure 1 ) We have used HF GFlash to produce some sample datasets, for example: ttbar, Z→ee and MinBias. The internal memory size is very crucial and we have checked and confirmed that HF GFlash used reasonable computer memory size for physics simulation. We use the correct geometry and we have done validation of HF GFlash using CMSSW 3 10 0 pre9 (a standard CMS software combination used for analysis at the end of 2010) when HF GFlash was chosen as the default of HF simulation.
We reconstruct SimHit produced by HF GFlash to produce RecHit(reconstructed hits) that will be used for physics analysis in CMS Collaboration. We should be very careful about timing in RecHit and we see that HF GFlash gives reasonable timing information compared to certified Collision Data.
By the end of November 2010 we have collected about 36 pb −1 certified Collision Data that can be used to study RecHit(reconstructed hits) energy distribution in HF towers for Long and Short Fibres. Using MinBias generator we can simulate HF RecHit for every tower. We have made 52 comparison plots for every HF tower and we found the HF GFlash has good agreement with 36 pb −1 Certified Collision Data and we can see HF GFlash can perform better than previous MC based on Shower Library.
The crucial part of tuning is coming the next few months when we have 100 f b −1 Collision Data from CMS Detector. At that time, we will have reasonable number of events to use Z→ee to tune HF GFlash with real physics process. In this analysis we will require one electron in central region as the tag and the other as the probe to check the performance of HF GFlash. 
